
Mission

1.Smile Asia Alliance 
2.The partnership with Carlton Hotel group
3.Raise funds through sales of cake.

Increase the awareness of



What is the most effective media to raise
awareness in this case?

Smile Asia 
Alliance

-From a lot of countries-

Ritz-Carlton
Hotels

Tourist in the city



SMILE T     URIST



Channel 1: the booking website
At first, we will add a special option of booking rooms called “Become a Smile 
Tourist”. 
This option will cost less than other rooms and shows the details about Smile 
Asia Week and how to be Smile Tourist.



Channel2: Tourist as media
When the tourist check-in, they have to take our special cake bag and tattoo 
sticker.
They have to carry the bag and stickers during their travel in the city to draw a 
big attention. People can know the information about Smile Asia Week, even 
order cakes from the tourist via QR code



Channel3: Social media
The Smile Tourist will share this unique experience on their social 
media. 
Meanwhile they have to take smile selfie with the famous landmark, 
post on Smile Asia official fans page.

Everyone looking handsome and gorgeous for our Farewell dinner! Many 
thanks to our partner, KBZ Group for this wonderful night and unwavering support 
throughout the week.



Tourist always love to explore the city, so they will appear everywhere during 
visiting.
Choose the tourist who live in Carlton Hotel can build the link between Smile 
Asia week and Carlton Hotel 

Why will this work?



Channel 1: the booking website
At first, we will add a special option of booking rooms called “Become a Smile 
Tourist”. 
This option will cost less than other rooms and shows the details about Smile 
Asia Week and how to be Smile Tourist.

Because the member of Smile Asia Alliance are so close to each other.
The smile tourist can draw a attention in the country they visit and they from 
by social media.

Why will this work?



Channel2: Tourist as media
When the tourist check-in, they have to take our special cake bag and tattoo 
sticker.
They have to carry the bag and stickers during their travel in the city to draw a 
big attention. People can know the information about Smile Asia Week, even 
order cakes from the tourist via QR code

This campaign can become a long term tradition. 
Everyone will easily realize that Smile Asia Week is coming 
when the city is full of smile tourists who carry a big cake bag.

Why will this work?



SMILE T     URIST

Channel3: Social media
The Smile Tourist will share this unique experience on their social 
media. 
Meanwhile they have to take smile selfie with the famous landmark, 
post on Smile Asia official fans page.

Smile Everywhere


